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Abstract
In a letter to a friend in 1891, Willa Cather mentions The Story of an African Farm by Olive
Schreiner and expresses a desire to discuss it—a fact that grows deeply meaningful when we
recognize the affinities between Cather’s and Schreiner’s work. Surprisingly, however, scholars
have not yet traced these affinities. In this essay, I begin to redress this absence, exploring how
Schreiner’s African Farm (1883) and Cather’s My Ántonia (1918) both revise the traditional
Bildungsroman. With their modernist techniques, their struggling male protagonists, and their
enterprising female characters, these novels make space for indeterminacy, sensitivity, and
female agency within this genre traditionally marked by a male hero’s linear development
toward self-sufficiency. Indeed, Schreiner and Cather challenge the very viability of such a selfsufficiency by presenting the interdependence of men’s and women’s journeys, subtly suggesting
that every Bildungsroman is, in reality, a double Bildungsroman.
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Charron 1
In a letter to a university friend in 1891, Willa Cather mentions Olive Schreiner’s Story of an
African Farm and expresses a desire to discuss it1—a fact that grows deeply meaningful when
we recognize the affinities between Cather’s and Schreiner’s work. Both women are frontier
writers working in the long modernist period who give special attention to female characters and
the natural world; surprisingly, however, scholars have not yet explored them in relation to each
other. In this article, I begin to redress this absence, focusing on two works that have been
extensively researched but have not yet been considered together: Cather’s My Ántonia (1918)
and Schreiner’s Story of an African Farm (1883). Reading the two texts in tandem, we can see
Cather building from and engaging with her predecessor, weaving threads of Schreiner’s work
into her own. These novels thus illuminate the fruitful dialogue ensuing among frontier women
writers from the fin de siècle to the interwar period. Moreover, both texts are distinctively
modernist Bildungsromane—a generic identity that becomes clear when we consider their
unconventionalities of chronology and structure; their male protagonists who intensely struggle
against uncertainty and impending adulthood; and their enterprising female characters who play
central, powerful roles. Schreiner and Cather, intertwining these facets in plots that decenter both
romance and social pragmatism, rewrite the Bildungsroman. They make space for indeterminacy,
sensitivity, and female agency within this genre traditionally marked by a male hero’s linear
development toward self-sufficiency, the achievement of which is signaled by his marriage and
subsequent entrance into the social order. Schreiner and Cather challenge the very viability of
such a self-sufficiency by presenting the interdependence of men’s and women’s journeys, subtly
suggesting that every Bildungsroman is, in reality, a double Bildungsroman and making women,
in this genre typically dominated by men, not only significant but indispensable.

1
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Innovations of Structure and Chronology
When discussing My Ántonia and The Story of an African Farm as modernist Bildungsromane,
we would do well to first consider the modernist facets of both texts. Before exploring this
experimentation in Schreiner’s novel, however, I should, given its unfamiliarity to most readers,
briefly summarize its plot. Emanating from the South African karoo of the mid-1800s, the novel
follows three orphaned children who live under the harsh hand of Tant’ Sannie, the Boer woman
who owns the farm of the book’s title. Em, the daughter of an Englishman who married Tant’
Sannie prior to his death, will inherit the farm and is content to maintain a domestic life there.
Her cousin Lyndall, on the other hand, determined to radically assert female agency, leaves the
karoo—only to face a series of hardships. She learns nothing she considers valuable in finishing
school, becomes a single mother, and dies shortly after giving birth. Among the few steady
elements of her life is her friendship with Waldo, the introspective German boy with whom she
grew up, whose belated father worked for Tant’ Sannie. Upon leaving the farm, Waldo also faces
suffering: always on a philosophical journey for some stable truth, he consistently finds
disillusionment and despair instead, finally returning to the karoo so that he can be only with
Lyndall—only to find that it is too late. This multifaceted coming-of-age tale ultimately ends
tragically, as Waldo learns of Lyndall’s death and then dies himself. Schreiner does not proffer
the happy ending that the domestic novels before her had prompted readers to expect. In true
modernist fashion, she escapes predictions and draws out discomfort.
Also in true modernist fashion, Schreiner employs a strikingly experimental structure.
Indeed, both The Story of an African Farm and My Ántonia draw attention to themselves as
lacking a conventional organization. In her novel’s preface, Schreiner writes of the “two
methods” an artist can follow in portraying human life, one being the “stage method” in which
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everything proceeds in an orderly fashion: every actor-character fulfills his or her fitting role,
and at the end, the spectator has “a sense of satisfaction … and of completeness” (29). African
Farm, however, follows the second method Schreiner presents: that of “the life we all lead … [in
which] nothing can be prophesied, … [t]here is a strange coming and going of feet, … [and] no
one is ready” (29). Indeed, this method is often visible in the text: Waldo’s letter to Lyndall
shockingly yanks us backwards in time; the novel’s first two parts are separated by a “blank
space” of three years to which we are not privy; and the story’s “spotlight” continually shifts,
giving attention to both animals and humans, protagonists and antagonists, figures we met right
at the start and ones who are utter strangers to us. Amidst such authorial choices, we readers find
ourselves as disoriented as we often are in daily life, far from the chronological, unitary structure
that we expected to find in “a novel.” Rather than the orderliness of conventional plots, Schreiner
indeed gives us the chaos of “the life we all lead.”
This experimental approach is precisely what produces confusion among critics seeking
to generically or structurally categorize Schreiner’s work. Jed Esty, for example, calls the novel
“a literary platypus whose ungainly combination of parts and functions seems to flummox both
classification and periodization” (407). Gerald Monsman, too, highlights Schreiner’s resistance
to structural unity, noting that she “unquestionably controverts Aristotle's prerequisite of the
carefully constructed plot as essential to drama … [and reacts] against the precisely worked out
ordering of characters and incidents typical of ‘made-up’ stories” (261). She views such
“precisely worked out” stories as displaying an “inorganic, mechanical wholeness” and is highly
hostile toward this approach (261). Unsurprisingly, then, rather than offering “mechanical
wholeness” in African Farm, Schreiner offers a story riddled with temporal gaps, narrative leaps,
and characters who, stripped of but searching for agency, struggle to meaningfully act at all. Her
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refusal to remove or reform these untidy elements, however, far from marking inadequacy,
marks success, for it ushers in the blurriness and fragmentation that are the hallmarks of literary
modernism. Schreiner shows herself to be a forerunner of that era of experimentation.
Unnoted by critics, however, is the link between Schreiner’s modernism and Cather’s.
Fortunately, scholars increasingly recognize My Ántonia as a modernist text.2 They have not
specifically acknowledged, though, that it embodies a structural and chronological
unconventionality strikingly similar to that of The Story of an African Farm. Cather leaves
several temporal gaps in her tale—most notably, the twenty-year intermission preceding the
novel’s final segment—that certainly interfere with the readerly sense of completeness, which
suggests that Cather, like Schreiner, may be purposely diverging from both “inorganic,
mechanical wholeness” and the “stage method” of art-creation. Moreover, through Jim in the
novel’s introduction, Cather self-consciously identifies her work as “the thing about Ántonia”
that “hasn’t any form”—an indeterminate collection of words that escapes categorization (2). Yet
this authorial comment itself is indeterminate, for it is unclear whether it is a statement of
inadequacy or of agency—whether My Ántonia does not merit categorization or of its own
accord refuses to be confined by it. Cather, like Schreiner, leaves room for ambiguity. Indeed,
like Schreiner, she leaves us in a state of uncertainty at the brink of each new chapter, unsure
whose stories we will next encounter. We may just dwell familiarly with Jim and Ántonia—or
we may be yanked backward in time to far-distant years or recently passed moments in order to
witness a pack of wolves pursuing a bridal party in the Russian wilderness (40), an altar-boy and
a priest bringing communion to soldiers amidst the Austro-Prussian War (69), or a weary old
man committing suicide in a farm field (115). As such instances indicate, Cather mirrors
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Schreiner in employing, as Stephanie Lovelady puts it, “complex, indirect narrative strategies …
including non-chronological order, gaps, fragmentation, and multiple narrators” (30). Such
techniques consistently place us on the shaky ground characteristic of literary modernism.
Indeed, reading both The Story of an African Farm and My Ántonia requires accepting
the unknowability of even “the present moment.” In the former, we believe we have firm footing
until Schreiner breaks through her own narration with her objectively stated philosophical
commentary—lines like “The barb in the arrow of childhood’s suffering is this—its intense
loneliness, its intense ignorance” (43) and “Without dreams and phantoms man cannot exist”
(291), along with longer reflections like the entire chapter called “Times and Seasons,” in which
she pens a vivid account of psychological development, speaking not for any one character but
for all of humanity (137-54). Such meta-moments (and there are many) jolt us out of “the story”
into uncharted—and unchartable—territory. We no longer seem to be in the story’s—or even
Schreiner’s—present moment; indeed, the viability of any “present moment” is ambiguous in
this text. Moreover, Esty notes that this “conspicuously awkward temporal scheme,” as he calls
it, “thwart[s] the realist proportions of biographical time that had previously defined the
Bildungsroman” (408, 411). Thus, Schreiner’s experimentation with temporality is not only a
modernist achievement but also a challenge to the traditional coming-of-age tale.
Cather also experiments with time. She often whisks us from the present moment in Jim’s
narration to hear an old story from or about a minor character, as I previously noted. The jolt is
even greater, however, when she suddenly has us hear some truth not about the past but about the
future, like Jim’s declaration that roads never crossed over Mr. Shimerda’s grave (77). What is
more, though, the fittingness of even dubbing any event “the future” is dubious, for we are
unsure even what “the present” is. Indeed, “the present” embodies a tenuous, indeterminate
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identity in My Ántonia, as the introduction clarifies that the entire book is the recollection of a
much older Jim than the one we actually encounter in its pages. No moment in the text is truly
“the present one”; the novel’s temporality, like that of African Farm, remains unreachable.
Lovelady suggests that Cather “play[s] with chronology in order to stress the backward-looking
nature of … coming of age” (29). Connectedly, I propose that both Cather and Schreiner employ
a chronology that, with its uncertain, ever-shifting nature, captures the ambiguity inherent in
growing up. Their modernist treatment of time, in addition to disrupting the sense of teleological
destiny found in the conventional Bildungsroman (Esty 408), maps onto the psychological
development of their protagonists and intensifies the thematic currents of their works.
Obscurity and Darkness in the Journey toward Adulthood
The protagonists in question are Waldo Farber in The Story of an African Farm and Jim Burden
in My Ántonia, both of whom, unsurprisingly, are important focal points of Schreiner’s and
Cather’s modernist rewritings of the Bildungsroman. As John Paul Riquelme notes, “[T]he
nineteenth-century Bildungsroman was pedagogical, offering moral instruction about achieving
social integration and sincerity from a narrator as a reliable guide for both the protagonist and the
reader” (463). Schreiner and Cather, employing no moralizing narratorial voice, do not offer
such “reliable guidance.” On the contrary, they depict, through Waldo and Jim, disorientation
and self-doubt, immersing their readers in murkiness rather than, to again quote Riquelme,
“presenting in positive terms the formation and ability of the classic Bildungsroman” (472).
Following both Riquelme and Gregory Castle, I shall henceforth use the term “classic
Bildungsroman” or “traditional Bildungsroman” to refer to these nineteenth-century coming-ofage narratives that, taking their cue from Goethean tradition, ultimately present the “formation
and ability” of their protagonists. African Farm and My Ántonia do away with, as Castle puts it,
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the “harmonious identity-formation” that “demanded stability and predictable development in the
classical Bildungsroman” (24). In the jagged, ambiguous developments of their protagonists,
Schreiner and Cather rewrite the traditional Bildungsroman’s stability and predictability.
Indeed, Schreiner’s Waldo, far from steadily progressing to adulthood, experiences many
shocks and stolen securities along the way. He shifts from deeply loving God and finding in his
spirituality a panacea for all of life’s ills to, after an unanswered prayer and the death of his
father, heartily declaring, “There is no God! [N]o God; not anywhere! … In the day of their
bitterest need all souls are alone” (102). He has the sense of the rug being torn from beneath him
as he faces the difficulty life holds; indeed, this moment is only the first of many such times.
“[T]he whole terrible hurly-burly of the thing called life,” as Schreiner puts it, continually leaves
rough marks upon him (148). As both her choice of words and the events of her story reveal,
Schreiner refuses to romanticize or simplify, even when it comes to childhood. While others
highlight that time of life as one of increasing knowledge, confidence, and optimism, Schreiner
reminds us of the disillusionment and darkness often present therein.
Cather offers the same reminder, albeit more subtly. Jim, upon arriving in Nebraska to
live with his grandparents, experiences a renewed sense neither of possibility nor of identity;
instead, he feels numbly distant from all that he has known and even all that he is. “I did not
believe that my dead father and mother were watching me from up [above],” he narrates. “I had
left even their spirits behind me. … Between that earth and that sky I felt erased, blotted out. I
did not say my prayers that night; here, I felt, what would be would be” (8). Like Waldo, he
gains feelings of incapability and isolation as his life changes. When he prepares for university,
loneliness again claims him, accompanied this time by a restlessness that never quite departs. He
says of his beloved hometown, “I wanted to get away as soon as possible,” but then, after a time
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of “getting away” as a college student, records wearily, “I was drifting. … I wasn’t interested in
my classes” (145, 184). As this contrariness hints, dullness and dissatisfaction pursue Jim while
he strenuously searches for his place in the world. Thus, Cather, like Schreiner, shows that
attaining adulthood may not be the steadily progressive trajectory that the traditional
Bildungsroman depicts. Challenging this image, they invite a wider and more compassionate
understanding of growing up by portraying it as a perplexing, mind-numbing time of struggle
and the search for self. stead
Cather and Schreiner also enact their challenge to the Bildungsroman’s narrative
coherence by incorporating a disquieting darkness into their protagonists’ ways of viewing the
world. Jim’s interpretation of his and Ántonia’s time in the “burning prairie” hints at this
darkness: “That hour always had the exultation of victory, of triumphant ending, like a hero’s
death—heroes who died young and gloriously” (28). Jim likens himself and Ántonia to “young
and glorious” heroes—but heroes who have died. The “triumphant ending” he envisions is an
ending of death, albeit a “heroic” one. Death presses upon his perspective. Moreover, one gets
the uncomfortable impression that it is not entirely unwelcome; Jim seems to romanticize it as
part of the hero’s journey. He seems instinctively intrigued and allured by destruction as well.3
Sharing about a lightning storm, he first describes the magnificence of the sky in unambiguously
positive language and then writes, “[T]he mottled part of the sky was like marble pavement, like
the quay of some splendid sea-coast city, doomed to destruction” (89). By associating
destruction with beauty, he elevates falling apart as an aesthetic quality—one manifestation of
his draw toward the violent and unsettling. This attraction again shows when, learning that his
neighbor once threw a newly married couple off a sled to be eaten by wolves, he experiences a

For a more comprehensive discussion of Jim’s romanticization of and attraction to these dark facets of life, see
Feger.
3
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“painful and peculiar pleasure” in the cruel, gory tale (41). Moreover, he admits at one point, “I
looked forward to any new crisis with delight” and wonders exultantly, “Perhaps the barn had
burned; perhaps the cattle had frozen to death; perhaps a neighbor was lost in the storm” (62).
These events are undeniably negative—even life-threatening—but Jim, disturbingly, desires
them. Moreover, he desires them precisely because of their danger, displaying, as Lisa Marie
Lucenti puts it, a “particularly Gothic combination of fear and desire” (200). In true modernist
fashion, Jim elides categorization, appearing simultaneously idealistic and drawn to darkness.
Schreiner’s Waldo is similarly complicated. While he tends to romanticize, as we see
when an insect walks across his book and he sees it as a concretization of God’s love, he reveals
something much less rosy when, hearing the mere ticking of a watch, he thinks, “[E]very time it
ticked a man died!” (67, 37). Thus, we see that death, as it does for Jim, presses upon his
perception of even the most innocuous things. Moreover, Waldo is terrified by it—specifically,
by the divine judgment accompanying it. He well remembers the Bible verse his father has read,
“Wide is the gate, and broad is the way, that leadeth to destruction,” and he wonders, “Where am
I going to?”, questioning whether his final destination will be Heaven or Hell (37, 41). The
uncertainty unsettles him—and yet he soon longs for death, passionately praying, “I cannot wait!
I cannot wait! I want to die” (68). His simultaneous dread of and draw toward death, like Jim’s
simultaneous fear of and desire for calamities, impedes any effort on our part to categorize him.
Furthermore, Waldo’s apparent interior incongruity is powerful because it captures a
distasteful yet very human reality: the reality of the inconsistency and fickleness to which we so
often fall prey. Schreiner boldly portrays this changeability, even at the risk of being charged
with “insufficiency of characterization,” as Ode Ogede notes she often is (26). Contrary to this
charge, I propose that Schreiner is not at all being negligent with her characterization of Waldo
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by inscribing contradictions within him but is, rather, through him, purposefully revising the
Bildungsroman genre, which, again, portrays development as progressing linearly and the
protagonist as attaining solid self-possession. Both she and Cather, in their complex male
protagonists, revise this image—and, at the same time, incorporate a focus on interiority that is
missing from the Bildungsromane that precede them. Gregory Castle notes that, as the nineteenth
century ensued, the coming-of-age tale, rather than centralizing the self-cultivation that is the
core of the classical German concept of Bildung, emphasized a message of social unity. Castle
argues that, in fact, the modernist Bildungsroman “succeeds to varying degrees in recuperating a
classical notion of Bildung that incorporates the crucial elements of individual freedom and
aesthetic education” (27). Certainly, both Schreiner and Cather enact this recuperation of
Bildung as they highlight the interior states of their protagonists, conveying their aesthetic
visions, intellectual journeys, and spiritual vantage-points. However, they put their own
modernist spin on this portrayal, mixing death and destruction into idealism and disturbance into
desire. Even as they in one way tip their hats toward the classical concept of Bildung, they
supplant any simplicity associated with this concept.
Importantly, the fact that Schreiner and Cather refashion the Bildungsroman to include
interior conflict, confusion, and restlessness need not be read as merely a result of “modern
pessimism.” As Riquelme notes, there is much more at work in these modernist revisions of the
coming-of-age tale (472). He writes that such revisions “generat[e] a negative capability
concerning the self that involves both misrecognition and uncertainty rather than recognition and
certainty,” but he emphasizes the facet of capability, not of negativity, therein. “The utter
negating of central attributes of the Bildungsroman,” he argues, “enables an unfettering from
norms that is a potentiality. … The decisive and chosen failure to fulfill normative expectations
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is a matter of mobility and lability” (472). Riquelme points out that modernist Bildungsromane,
however dark or seemingly pessimistic, carry profound potentiality: the potentiality, namely, to
break obstructive ideological boundaries and open new, less strictly categorical ways of thinking.
This insight enables one to view the modernist Bildungsroman in a positive, powerful light, as a
vehicle of change toward greater open-mindedness. Both African Farm and My Ántonia, in their
attentiveness to mental and emotional “messiness,” robustly fulfill this role. In showing that
growing up does not always make sense and is not always uplifting or comfortable, they invite
an intellectual liberation, a greater acceptance of ambiguity, and a broader understanding of
personal development that calls for sensitivity and compassion.
Centrality and Vitality of Women
Schreiner and Cather contest not only the traditional Bildungsroman’s linear, clear-cut structure
but also its preoccupation with male characters. For the young male protagonists they give us are
not just captivated by the young women around them but, in fact, shaped by them—Waldo by
Lyndall and Jim by Ántonia (and, to some extent, Lena). Indeed, any analysis of these searching
young men inevitably circles back to these strong-minded young women—a concretization of
Schreiner’s and Cather’s modernist attentiveness to those typically left on the margins. Of
course, one would be correct to note that some women writers preceding Schreiner and Cather
wrote Bildungsromane centering on female characters; works by Jane Austen and the Brontës,
among others, come to mind. As Castle notes, however, such works often adhered to the dictates
of “socially pragmatic Bildung,” following the axis of the marriage plot and hence signifying the
perpetuation of societal stability—but offering no radical image of female autonomy or
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individuality (22). I by no means cite this lack as a failure,4 but I do think it notable that
Schreiner and Cather, in their modernist Bildungsromane that de-emphasize romance and
displace the marriage plot (topics I discuss shortly), come much closer to offering this radical
image. In the Bildungsromane preceding theirs, those figures who most prominently showcase
self-determination and self-sufficiency tend to be male. The Story of an African Farm and My
Ántonia subvert this portrayal.
Specifically, Schreiner and Cather enact this subversion by rendering their male
protagonists, in their journeys of self-cultivation, dependent upon their female protagonists.
Crafting this dynamic, they join the ranks of those women writers seeking to give attention to
female characters, and they replace, as Ian Duncan puts it, “the Bildungsroman's takeover of a
role occupied by women in the domestic novels that dominated the fiction industry in the latter
half of the eighteenth century” (17). Those novels focused on a “young lady’s entrance into the
world” instead of a “young man’s journey to self-cultivation” (17). Schreiner and Cather so
thoroughly undo this “takeover” because they retain male protagonists—but tie them inextricably
to female characters. The young man’s journey to manhood only becomes possible because of
the young women in the world. These modernist authors, rather than entirely displacing the quest
for manhood, do something arguably bolder: they rewrite this quest as a process that
fundamentally relies upon women. Presenting this reliance, this inseparability, they offer us, in a
sense, double Bildungsromane; the young woman’s journey to adulthood becomes just as
significant as the young man’s.5
Schreiner and Cather showcase this interdependence between the sexes through the fact
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that their male protagonists only fully express themselves in relation to their female counterparts.
It is notable that the single instance of Waldo’s narration we encounter in the novel takes place
within a letter he is writing to Lyndall. His voice only becomes fully accessible to us when he is
addressing her, which suggests that she is what makes his self-expression even possible—the
lodestone which enables him to explore his identity and confront and analyze his experiences.
Cather offers a similar dynamic, as her narrator Jim gives voice to his past only by reference to
his childhood friend Ántonia. Interestingly, what Jim narrates is fundamentally an account of his
own journey to adulthood, yet he titles it My Ántonia and weaves the narrative around her. She
becomes the center around which he organizes his memories and the means by which he makes
sense of them. Such is her prevalence within his mind; even if not ostensibly present in many
pages of his narrative, she is the ever-present force behind each one. Thus, Cather’s entire novel
is an image and exploration of the sort of intellectual reliance that we see Waldo display toward
Lyndall in African Farm. Cather grasps this thread and organizes her novel around it—a striking
display of her indebtedness to and development of Schreiner’s work. Furthermore, both writers,
in their portrayals of men who are able to engage in self-exploration only via the influence of
women, robustly challenge the traditional Bildungsroman’s celebration of male self-sufficiency.
In addition to enabling Waldo and Jim to organize and articulate their memories, Lyndall
and Ántonia also guard them emotionally and spiritually—another way Schreiner and Cather
rewrite male independence. Lyndall senses Waldo’s emotions when no one else does and frees
him from the fuel-house where Bonaparte imprisoned and abused him during the night that
robbed him of his faith once and for all (41, 127). We might see the darkness of that fuel-house
as the darkness of disillusionment itself, which positions Lyndall as the rescuer not only of
Waldo’s physical body but also of his aching mind and spirit. Ántonia fills the same role toward
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Jim, becoming, as Lucenti puts it, “a safe refuge to which Jim can return again and again” (208).
Always struggling to find a physical home, Jim takes Ántonia as a mental and spiritual one. As a
man in his forties who has faced disappointments and “part[ed] with many illusions,” he
recounts, “Ántonia had always been one to leave images in the mind that did not fade—that grew
stronger with time. In my memory there was a succession of such pictures. … She lent herself to
immemorial human attitudes which we recognize by instinct as universal and true” (211, 226).
Jim sees Ántonia as a profoundly spiritual guide who reminds and reassures him of all that is
“universal and true,” all that is stable and dependable—a “safe refuge” indeed. Moreover, these
lines enact a bold challenge to the influential Hegelian maxim that only men can become “fully
human.”6 Cather, through Jim, situates Ántonia as the embodied idea of humanity itself.
However, contra Lucenti’s claim that Jim turns Ántonia into a “pure ideality” and
“simply an ‘idea’” (208), Jim does not lose sight of her personhood. On the contrary, he always
reminds us of her concrete humanness by describing both her appearance and her
“imperfections.” He writes, “I hated a superior tone that she sometimes took with me” (30);
confesses that, eating dinner with her family, “I began to wish I had not stayed. … Everything
was disagreeable to me. Ántonia ate so noisily now” (81); declares at one point, “I’ll never be
friends with them again” (84); attributes to her “a spiteful, crowing voice” (85); and feels bitter
toward her when Wick Cutter harasses him instead of her (159). Toward the novel’s end, after he
learns of her pregnancy outside of wedlock, he even admits, “I tried to shut Ántonia out of my
mind. I was bitterly disappointed in her. I could not forgive her for becoming an object of pity”
(192). Whether justified or no, all of these sentiments reveal disapproval or dissatisfaction,
showing that Jim’s “idealization” of Ántonia is neither indiscriminate nor impregnable. Though
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she represents to him a beautiful ideal, she does not become a “pure ideality” but, rather, remains
to him, always, a person—one of those fellow-beings whom he may love but who may also hurt
or frustrate him. Against the traditional Bildungsroman’s steady, sequential account of personal
development, Cather does not ascribe an ideal, unfluctuating identity to either Jim or Ántonia.
Indeed, part of the reason Jim grows dissatisfied with Ántonia at various points is
because he himself desires just such stability; he does wish she could be an unchanging
embodiment of perfection for him. However, she—along with Schreiner’s Lyndall—will not be
pinned down so easily. In an illustration of male inability to constrict or control female image or
identity, both Jim and Waldo must see these young women diverge from their spectatorial
visions and expectations. When Lyndall returns to the farm after having attended finishingschool, “superbly attired” and armed with an abhorrence of what “women’s education” looks
like, she discerns an aversion toward her on Waldo’s part and asks him, “Do you not like me any
longer, Waldo?” He responds, “Yes—but—you are changed” (185). This change startles and
disorients him, as manifested in his halting response. By the book’s end, however, he has come
to realize the truth of her next words: “My dress has changed a little, and I also; but not to you”
(185, emphasis added). Lyndall has the confidence to make this assertion because she knows that
she has retained the core of her personality and that this core is precisely what Waldo has come
to know and treasure in her. She does not need to fulfill his minute expectations in order to fulfill
her role as his friend and guide; nor does she need his approval to be secure in her self-identity.
Like Waldo, Jim must accept the ultimate irrelevance of his expectations surrounding
Ántonia—and succeeds in this task after a time. Although he does not visit Ántonia for years
because he does “not want to find her aged and broken,” he realizes, once he reconnects with her,
that she is, at bottom, the same—the same, that is, in all the important ways (211). “It was a
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shock, of course,” he records—and yet “[t]he eyes that peered anxiously at me were—simply
Ántonia’s eyes. … As I confronted her, the changes grew less apparent to me, her identity
stronger. She was there, in the full vigour of her personality, battered but not diminished” (214).
Like Lyndall, Ántonia has changed—yet preserved, amidst the world’s harshness, a vibrant spirit
and an interior strength. While Waldo and Jim must reconcile themselves to some changes in
Lyndall and Ántonia that they would have preferred to have not occurred, their ultimate task—
and privilege—is to recognize the endurance of these vital qualities within these women. In an
alternative to some males’ attempt to command or restrictively categorize females, Schreiner and
Cather, in a display of respect toward both sexes, have their male protagonists learn, firstly, that
they are completely unable to control the women they treasure and, secondly, that these women,
in and of themselves, have strong, dynamic identities that may fluctuate but will never fade.
Indeed, it is these qualities of strength and vitality in Lyndall and Ántonia that bring
Waldo and Jim back to their childhood homes in the end—yet another manifestation of the
centrality of women in these men’s journeys. As adolescents, both Waldo and Jim decide that
they must depart from familiarity to shape the potentiality within themselves into something
commendable, but neither stays away indefinitely. Timothy Blackburn associates Cather’s Jim
with the Odyssean trope of return, and Schreiner weaves this trope into Waldo’s story as well. In
modernist revisions of this formula, however, these writers do not have their heroes return after a
victorious series of adventures to claim their brides and reign their homes. Rather, Waldo returns
after a heart-wrenching experience of disillusionment with his fellow humans. “I was not happy.
I had no rest. The people about me pressed on me and made me dissatisfied,” he writes to
Lyndall. “Even when I did not see them they pressed on me, and made me miserable” (261). This
very letter, however, is left unfinished, for Waldo soon learns of Lyndall’s premature passing.
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Coming home precisely so that he can be near her, he finds, instead, that she has died. Moreover,
he himself dies not long after—alone on the dry, cracked earth of the karoo, chickens rummaging
about, sun beating down. Esty puts it well when he writes that, in African Farm, Schreiner
actualizes the shift “from self-made protagonists to environmental victims … that took place as
the Victorian Bildungsroman was reorganized” (410). Influenced by the people and places
around him, shaped by his relationship with Lyndall, victimized by his environment, Waldo
certainly is a far cry from the self-made man of the traditional Bildungsroman. Schreiner,
refashioning the genre so that it fully acknowledges human suffering, has sorrow, rather than
success and self-sufficiency, characterize her male protagonist as his story draws to a close.
Unlike Waldo, Jim, returning to Ántonia after a (very Odyssean) absence of twenty years,
still finds her to be “a rich mine of life” (227). Additionally, while Waldo dies at the end of
African Farm, Jim lives on. We might say, in fact, that his fate is the polar opposite of Waldo’s:
while Waldo loses life, Jim gains it. In the rough-and-ready world of industrialization, growing
materialism, and the unhappy marriage in which he finds himself, his vitality has not vanished,
but it has significantly waned. Now, returning to Ántonia, he has, as he says, “the sense of
coming home to myself” (238). The implication is that he had lost himself; now, though, a solid
sense of identity and a satisfaction with life again pulse within him. Moreover, the reason for this
renewal is his reunion with Ántonia, which furnishes yet more evidence of her necessity to him.
Jim cannot flourish without her—just as, I suggest, Waldo cannot flourish without Lyndall.
Indeed, his death, I propose, is precisely the consequence of Lyndall’s death—a proof of the
indispensability of her life to his own. Both Schreiner and Cather use the Odyssean endings of
their modernist Bildungsromane to again present their female protagonists’ vital power and their
male protagonists’ reliance upon that vitality. Refusing the “masculinist destiny” (Esty 408) and
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“masculine time of the nation” at work in the traditional Bildungsroman (Riquelme 474), they
instead craft a robust image of the interdependence of both sexes, having Waldo and Jim fill the
imperative roles of providing the primary points of view and having Lyndall and Ántonia serve
as ever-present, ever-needed guides.
Decentering of Romance and Social Harmony
Despite women’s significant role in relation to men, however, Cather and Schreiner refuse to let
that relation to men define them. We strongly see this refusal in their female characters who
freely choose not to marry. Moreover, through these characters, Cather and Schreiner not only
make space for woman to stand on her own but also substantially rewrite the Bildungsroman. As
Elisha Cohn notes, “In the history of the novel, marriage has often been central to Bildung: it
functions as … a marker of closure in the story of burgeoning autonomy” (42).7 Cather and
Schreiner displace marriage as the definitive signal of self-cultivation and flourishing autonomy
by giving us figures who attain these qualities without marriage. In My Ántonia, Lena Lingard
refuses to marry because she wants to “be accountable to nobody,” and she becomes “the leading
dressmaker of Lincoln” (186, 192). Also remaining single, Tiny Soderball “achieve[s] the most
solid worldly success … [o]f all the boys and girls who grew up together in Black Hawk” (192).
Constituting both an image of female agency and a critique of the traditional Bildungsroman,
these women prove that singlehood does not preclude self-possession and success.
Lyndall fulfills this role in The Story of an African Farm. Even as she treasures her
friendship with Waldo and falls in love with a man who is only identified to us as “Lyndall’s
stranger,” she refuses to be characterized by either of these relationships, possessing in herself
her own vision of the independent woman she wants to be. “I intend to go to school,” she tells
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Em when both of them are children. “And if she [Tant’ Sannie] won’t let you?” asks Em. “I shall
make her,” states Lyndall (45). She furthermore declares, “There is nothing helps in this world,
but to be very wise, and to know everything—to be clever. … I want things of my own. When I
am grown up … there will be nothing that I do not know. I shall be rich, very rich” (45-46). Her
possession of such dreams and determinations amidst the roughness of the frontier—not to
mention the oppressiveness of societal expectations—itself signals the power of the female mind.
Moreover, she shows herself not at all naïve regarding the forces against her, professing that, in
the age in which she lives, “[T]o be born a woman … [is] to be born branded” (188). Armed with
this awareness of gender inequality, she refuses marriage, even to the man whom she loves and
who fathers her child, stating, “I cannot marry you because I cannot be tied” (239). As this
sentiment reveals, Lyndall prizes independence far above any ease of life or socially acceptable
image. She, Lena, and Tiny—all unconventional figures, all significant figures—showcase
female agency and individuality. While typical Bildungsromane use both female characters and
marriages as ways to signal the completion of the male protagonist’s journey to selfhood, the
Bildungsromane Schreiner and Cather offer give attention to female characters in their own right
and reject the existence of an intrinsic connection between marriage and self-fulfillment.
Not only do Schreiner and Cather undo the centrality of marriage to Bildung by
presenting characters who grow up, exercise autonomy, and do not marry, but they also undo it
through giving us marriages that are distinctly distasteful and unfulfilling. In The Story of an
African Farm, Em, the secondary female protagonist, is kind, gentle, and desires the domestic
path. The man who stumbles into her isolated life on the frontier, however, is far from a fulfiller
of dreams; he first is possessively, frighteningly infatuated with Em and then, upon meeting
Em’s beloved cousin, Lyndall, transfers all of his obsession to her—indeed, despite that he is
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engaged to Em at the time. He only fulfills the engagement, in fact, because Lyndall asks him to
do so and he slavishly follows her. Em is left weary and resigned, locked in a domestic
relationship with a man whose heart will always belong to another, to the end. Similarly
disquieting is the series of marriages that characterizes the life of Tant’ Sannie, the conceited,
cruel woman who views marriage as an endlessly repeatable game and is addicted to playing it.
“One can always get another husband,” she says resignedly, contentedly, as she confidently
searches for her third—without even having bothered to fulfill the second’s dying wishes that
Lyndall and Em be well cared-for and well-educated (103, 45). As interested in marriage as
Tant’ Sannie is, her heart is one thing that is not in it. Moreover, the image that she evokes—of
marriage as a repeatable and everyday affair—certainly lies in tension with that proffered by the
traditional Bildungsroman; so, too, does Em’s life of dullness and dissatisfaction. Neither of
these images of marital experience defend marriage as the culmination of self-flourishing.
Cather also challenges this rosy image of marriage by presenting a variety of
dissatisfying—and dissatisfied—married couples. Mr. Shimerda, Ántonia’s father, bears a
mildness and calmness far removed from the selfishness and haughtiness of his wife, and he is
compelled to uproot himself and his children from Bohemia and start anew on the American
frontier just to please her. As Ántonia confides to Jim, “My papa sad for the old country. … He
not want to come, nev-er! … My mamenka make him come. All the time she say: ‘America big
country; much money, much land for my boys, much husband for my girls.’ My papa, he cry for
leave his old friends” (59, emphasis added). Indeed, we get an unwanted glimpse of just how
severe this sorrow is when Mr. Shimerda commits suicide. Jim narrates, “[I]t was homesickness
that had killed Mr. Shimerda”—and that homesickness is fundamentally the consequence of the
inexorability and insatiability of his wife, the very person who should have lent him solace and
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security (66). Both of these positive characteristics are also clearly missing from the marriage of
Mr. and Mrs. Cutter, two notorious members of the Black Hawk community. Mr. Cutter is a
cunning money-lender and “an inveterate gambler”; Mrs. Cutter has a face “the very colour and
shape of anger,” as Jim puts it; and the two together remain “in a state of perpetual warfare”
(134-135). Aligning all too closely with this warfare image, their relationship ends with Mr.
Cutter killing his wife and then himself, thereby ensuring that their inheritance will pass to those
whom he, as the last one alive, has chosen. It is a dark, grisly end to a dark, grisly marriage—a
far cry from what we ordinarily see within the Bildungsroman genre, in which, as Franco Moretti
points out, marriage serves “as a metaphor for the social contract” (22). That role, given the
absence of compromise within the Shimerdas’ relationship and the propensity for savagery
within the Cutters’, is robustly unfulfilled by these marriages within My Ántonia.
Schreiner and Cather again leave the expectations set by the traditional Bildungsroman
unfulfilled through their male protagonists, who, according to the conventional coming-of-age
formula, would complete their self-development via marriage. Waldo upends this formula by not
marrying at all—and, lest one argue that, given his premature death, he merely does not have the
chance to marry, let me offer a reminder that Waldo, before he dies, sets marriage aside. Cohn
notes that he “chooses to serve Lyndall's refusal of convention [i.e., of marriage] in a presumably
chaste but loving lifelong commitment,” aptly identifying this dynamic as a significant revision
of the marriage plot (42). Waldo dismisses the “marker of closure in the story of burgeoning
autonomy” (Cohn 42)—and yet shows, through both his newfound disillusionment regarding the
world and his newfound determination regarding his life-path, that his autonomy is actualized;
his adulthood is attained. Schreiner has displaced marriage as the vehicle of this change. Cather
does the same through Jim, who does marry but is clearly little impacted by it, as shown from the
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fact that, in the entire novel, Mrs. Burden only appears in a single passage in the introduction
(which, tellingly, is not even narrated by Jim; he himself never mentions her). Moreover, that
passage specifies that she “has her own fortune and lives her own life,” revealing the distance
between her and Jim, whose “quiet tastes irritate her” (1-2). This image is neither one of bliss nor
one that lends itself to the traditional Bildungsroman’s tenet of the centrality of marriage to
Bildung. Jim cultivates his identity and ideals without help from his marriage. Indeed, if
anything, he has help from the memories of his past and of Ántonia and other girls like her. Both
he and Waldo show the significance of forces other than marriage in one’s journey toward
adulthood and show that, even for the male hero of a Bildungsroman, the end of childhood may
be signified in much more complex ways than the achievement of a marriage bond.
Another pushback against the marriage plot comes in the fact that, in both My Ántonia
and The Story of an African Farm, the central relationship is a nonromantic one. Cather’s
foremost pair of protagonists is a man and a woman who intensely care for and intimately know
each other—but, boldly, she does not tie them together romantically. As Jim’s oft-cited words to
Ántonia go, “I’d have liked to have you for a sweetheart, or a wife, or my mother or my sister—
anything that a woman can be to a man” (206). Perhaps nonintuitively, however, the strength of
these nostalgic lines lies precisely in the fact that Ántonia is none of these things to Jim. She fills
a space that lies outside familiar categories—but her role is easily as significant as any of those,
seemingly even more so. “The idea of you is a part of my mind; you influence my likes and
dislikes, all my tastes, hundreds of times when I don’t realize it. You really are a part of me,” Jim
tells her (206). Cather thus gives voice to one’s ability to be “a part of” another without filling
any sort of generic category (like “wife” or “mother”) toward him or her; in true modernist
fashion, she breaks categorical confines to open a new realm of possibilities.
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It is only when we read Schreiner’s Story of an African Farm, however, that we see Jim
and Ántonia’s relationship as, in fact, an echo of Waldo and Lyndall’s. Schreiner’s pair grows up
near each other, as Cather’s does, and Waldo, like Jim toward Ántonia, seems always a little in
awe of Lyndall, who, though not foreign in her origin as Ántonia is, is exotic in her fiery spirit
and unconventional beliefs. Her and Waldo’s friendship (for a friendship it is, never slipping into
a romantic relationship—and, importantly, never any less robust because of that) only
strengthens as they grow older. It progresses from Waldo giving Lyndall a few precious blades
of grass to be fastened to her pinafore to Lyndall passionately sharing with him her anti-religious
sentiments, her experience of patriarchal oppression, and her views of gender equality (46, 185196, 209-210). Lyndall is for Waldo “a glimpse into the world of passion and feeling wholly new
to him” (190), just as Ántonia is for Jim always “the fire of life” (216). These orphaned,
searching young men are united in their captivation with these irrepressible, distinctive young
women. Waldo portrays this captivation when he writes to Lyndall, “Whenever anything has
happened I have always thought that I would tell it to you. The back thought in my mind is
always you” (254)—lines that hauntingly resonate with those Cather penned for Jim decades
later: “The idea of you is a part of my mind” (206). I suggest that Cather was inspired precisely
by such gestures from Schreiner as she gave life to her own protagonists. Her decentering of
erotic love follows Schreiner’s example. Working within a genre that emphasizes women’s
marital eligibility and the necessity of marrying, both writers show that a relationship can
achieve value in the absence of eroticism and that a steady romance is not the sole signal of selfdevelopment.
Moreover, in not having the male protagonist “get the girl” in the end—that is, not having
him “get” her in the romantic or sexual way evoked by the phrase—Cather and Schreiner make
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room, in their modernist Bildungsromane, not only for female individuality but also for a less
predatory, less possessive, less prideful male desire. Jim takes joy and pride in Ántonia’s
position as wife and mother, even though she is not wife to him or mother of his children, and
Waldo respects Lyndall’s hostility to marriage and chooses to enjoy a chaste relationship with
her. Both Cather and Schreiner, through these men and through their consistent indictment of
wives, not just husbands, for spousal deficiency, show a refusal to villainize the male sex. They
critique the Bildungsroman’s focus on men not because men do not merit attention but, rather,
because the image of the self-made man, in overlooking the significance of females both in their
own right and in their relation to males, is fundamentally flawed.
Connectedly, Cather and Schreiner critique the traditional Bildungsroman’s positive view
of marriage not because it lacks ground but because it lacks nuance. Marriage can go right, but it
can also go wrong in a multiplicity of ways. Both writers soberly give voice to the latter—while,
importantly, not losing sight of the positive alternative. In African Farm, Lyndall declares,
“Marriage for love is the beautifulest external symbol of the union of souls; marriage without it
is the uncleanliest traffic that defiles the world,” capturing the dual-faceted nature of marriage
that is all too often overlooked within the Bildungsroman genre (190). For her part, Cather
presents, alongside marriages gone awry, marriages that produce fulfillment. Both Jim’s
grandparents and Ántonia and her husband showcase marriages not only of satisfaction and
tranquility but also of mutual benefit, again illustrating the interdependence of men and women.
Ántonia, our heroine, finds deep joy and exercises much agency in married life. She has desired
and pursued this path, and, along with being the proud mother of several children, aptly manages
her family’s property and farm. Like Tiny and Lena and Schreiner’s Lyndall, she affirms female
agency through her freely chosen path. Cather, consistently unwilling to paint matters in black
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and white, shows that exercising agency and getting married are not incompatible for a woman.
In another upholding of male literary figures, she conveys that the right counterpart not only
allows this agency but also adds contentment and fulfillment to life. Regarding marriage and
romance, she and Schreiner will not let their modernist Bildungsromane express one reality at
the expense of the other; they will not fall into the very straightforwardness that they are
critiquing.
In addition to eliding straightforward categorizations, these writers are also tellingly
modernist in openly discussing motherhood outside of marriage. Indeed, they do not have merely
tangential characters but, rather, their female protagonists become unwed mothers. Our heroines
are members of a group typically left on the margins of both society and literature; Schreiner and
Cather dismantle this marginalization and use these young mothers to challenge the traditional
Bildungsroman’s concern with and esteem for the social order. As Riquelme notes, “[T]he kind
of identity formation that occurs in the classic Bildungsroman … involves integration into a
recognized community” (469). Furthermore, Franco Moretti uses the phrase “a ‘pact’ between
the individual and the world” to describe what the classic Bildungsroman aims at conveying
(22). He writes, “This genre depicts, and re-enacts as we read it, a relationship with the social
totality permeated with … [a] serene and trustful feeling-at-home” (23). As unmarried mothers
who have faced firsthand the world’s cruelty, neither Lyndall nor Ántonia taste this serenity and
trustfulness within the “social totality.” They have transgressed this totality and so, society
would have them believe, will never access that tranquility—which, tragically, is indeed the case
for Lyndall. Though she asserts her independence by refusing to marry her child’s father, her
deviation comes at a price, as she dies shortly after her child’s birth. Moreover, her child dies as
well: not only is Lyndall’s message of resistance to gender inequality silenced, but also any
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legacy of that resistance. Poignantly aware of the social barriers nonconforming women face,
Schreiner leaves Lyndall’s story, as filled with uninhibitedness as it is, in the traditionally tragic
territory of the New Woman novel.8 Presenting the distressing image of the young unwed mother
departed from this world all too soon, she suggests that the “smooth functioning of society” so
beloved by the Bildungsroman genre demands such casualties.
Ántonia, on the other hand, achieves the life she has always envisioned; while Schreiner
shows us the tragic consequences of societal rigidity, Cather shows us a triumph against that
rigidity. Ántonia, abandoned by the man she loves and now viewed by others merely as an object
of pity, retains her “inner glow” (216) and expresses love and pride for the “illegitimate” infant
that society would have her hide (195, 204). She flourishes in the face of “fallenness,” showing
the folly of a societal formula that equates deviation with discontentment—or, more darkly, with
death. Although Schreiner does not escape this formula, her poignant depiction of it through
Lyndall points precisely to the need to do so. Lyndall’s fate of powerlessness plays a powerful
role in the text, as it substantiates the world’s harshness toward women and hence highlights the
need for social change. In My Ántonia, Cather builds from and strengthens this feminist message.
She advocates female agency through a positive rather than a negative image, embodying in
Ántonia the reality that Schreiner and her Lyndall call for: the reality that one’s value,
potentiality, and even personal fulfillment are not rooted in the extent to which one adheres to
societal standards. Cather and Schreiner question the idea that one should devotedly seek social
approval and promote social unity, offering a contrast to the traditional Bildungsroman that
heartily prizes society as something into which one should insert oneself and to which one
should contribute. Unlike the heroes of traditional Bildungsromane, Ántonia and Lyndall—not to
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mention Jim, who feels listless and out-of-place amidst his bourgeoisie peers, and Waldo, who
hates the social world he encounters—do not feel at home in this rigid machine called society.
Cather and Schreiner show us, against the genre’s typical, reassuring message of social harmony,
that society may be far from kind and that fitting in may demand too high a price.
Conclusion
Standing at the edge of literary modernism and looking at the Bildungsromane that came before
them, both Schreiner and Cather decide that following generic norms, too, demands too high a
price. They want to replace ease with discomfort, linearity with fragmentation, and selfsufficiency with interdependence. They thus show themselves to be pioneers not unlike the
children of whom they write. As modernists, they are irresistibly drawn to the frontier—to the
potentiality for transformation and innovation therein. It is the only fitting setting for their
revisions of the Bildungsroman both because of this inherent potentiality and because of its
identity as, to use Martin Woodside’s phrase, “a dynamic space of and for boyhood”—or, more
broadly, childhood (124). Indeed, the frontier, in and of itself, furnishes an image of growing up;
its wildness is simultaneously adverse to and in need of cultivation, and the possibility it holds is
almost endless but not quite: one must work with what it provides. Schreiner and Cather see in
this dynamic a reflection of childhood on the restless brink of adulthood and, consequently, build
their stories around communities in a state of formation. Moreover, they always employ this
space in a modernist way, never allowing the frontier to be fully tamed within their novels, never
subjecting it to the orderliness sought by conventional fiction. Schreiner depicts the South
African karoo as bleak and unforgiving,9 while Cather emphasizes the Nebraskan prairie as vast
and uncontrollable. Neither lets us mistake the land for a human-like friend; they are unwilling,
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as modernists tend to be, to sacrifice the messiness of reality for the comfort of readers. The
frontier is always, for them, a space where the self is repeatedly fractured and reassembled.
In addition to analogizing both coming-of-age and modernist innovation, the frontier
evokes the interdependence that weaves through both African Farm and My Ántonia. A life upon
the frontier is, of necessity, a life of reliance—whether that be reliance upon the farming
knowledge of a neighbor, the dedication of one’s farmhands, the beneficence of the weather, or
the providence of the land. One cannot, to speak colloquially, “do it alone.” Something or
someone else is always needed—as is the case for Waldo and Jim and, as Schreiner and Cather
would suggest, for each one of us as well. One does not cultivate one’s identity in isolation but,
rather, through others; Schreiner and Cather undermine the image of the self-made individual.
Especially, they subvert the image of the self-made man, targeting it because of its domineering
prevalence within the Bildungsroman genre. They undo this image by having women not merely
advance men’s stories but, in fact, enable those stories to happen in the first place. Lyndall and
Ántonia become the centers around which Waldo and Jim conduct their searches for identity, the
lodestones who make their journeys possible and in whom, ultimately, the boys find themselves.
Schreiner and Cather dismantle male exclusivity by rendering the female spirit indispensable to
the quest for manhood. Moreover, in doing so, each offers, in a sense, a double Bildungsroman—
a story of two stories inextricably tied together and inter-reliant.
Indeed, The Story of an African Farm and My Ántonia may themselves be viewed in this
light: two stories, inextricably connected, mutually illuminating and supporting each other. Their
strengths as modernist Bildungsromane shine out most prominently when they are considered in
tandem, as we see Cather building from Schreiner. Although their lives and narratives are
separated by both time and distance, these writers converse with each other, manifesting a
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connectedness that itself challenges the viability of complete autonomy. Furthermore, this
connectedness powerfully testifies to the ever-progressing tradition of female frontier writers
working in the long modernist era. Both this tradition and the dialogue between Schreiner and
Cather—two writers whose vigorous modernism constitutes a shared literary tradition—merit
much more exploration than what I achieve here. I hope this article serves as an enticement
toward that exploration. Additionally, I hope it inspires the broader, much more nuanced
understanding of growing up that both Schreiner and Cather advocate. Displacing the
Bildungsroman’s typical formula of linear progress, social flourishing, and marital bliss, they
vividly depict the uncertainty, difficulty, and unpredictability that often characterize the journey
toward adulthood, calling for our sensitivity and compassion. Moreover, in an alternative to the
traditional Bildungsroman’s image of self-sufficiency, they, in both their dialogue as writers and
in the double Bildungsromane they give us, embody interdependence. They show that every
journey relies upon another.
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